GO FISH!

Here are two little fish that you can “catch” without a boat or even water!

Supplies in kit
• two cardboard fish forms
• googly eyes
• string for fishing line
• blue circle

What you’ll need from home
• colored markers, crayons, or paint
• a small magnet or fridge magnet
• four paper clips for each fish
• a stick for your “fishing rod” (I used a chopstick)
• tape, if needed

Directions
1. Color the fish on both sides.

2. Slide the paper clips on to the noses of the fish. Tie or tape the string to the stick and the magnet to the other end of the string. I used a refrigerator magnet and tape.
3. Place the blue circle on the floor and the two fish on the circle, and use your fishing rod with the magnet to catch those fish!

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS

Fishing at Long Pond by William T. George
A Different Pond by Bao Phi
The Secret River by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
The Little Fish That Got Away by Bernadine Cook
More Mr. and Mrs. Green by Keith Baker